Abstract. The LISA Pathfinder mission will demonstrate the technology of drag-free test masses for use as inertial references in future space-based gravitational wave detectors. To accomplish this, the Pathfinder spacecraft will perform drag-free flight about a test mass while measuring the acceleration of this primary test mass relative to a second reference test mass. Because the reference test mass is contained within the same spacecraft, it is necessary to apply forces on it to maintain its position and attitude relative to the spacecraft. These forces are a potential source of acceleration noise in the LISA Pathfinder system that are not present in the full LISA configuration. While LISA Pathfinder has been designed to meet it's primary mission requirements in the presence of this noise, recent estimates suggest that the on-orbit performance may be limited by this 'suspension noise'. The drift-mode or free-flight experiments provide an opportunity to mitigate this noise source and further characterize the underlying disturbances that are of interest to the designers of LISA-like instruments. This article provides a high-level overview of these experiments and the methods under development to analyze the resulting data.
Introduction
The basic operating principle of an interferometric gravitational-wave detector is the measurement of fluctuations in space-time curvature via the exchange of photons between pairs of geodesic-tracking references separated by large baselines [1] . A key challenge for implementing such a detector is the development of an object whose worldline approximates a geodesic -an inertial particle. The LISA Pathfinder (LPF) mission [2] will validate the technology of dragfree test masses for use as inertial references in a future space-based gravitational wave detector such as the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA).
The technique of drag-free flight for disturbance reduction [3, 4] can be briefly summarized as follows. A reference or 'test' mass is placed inside a hollow housing within the host spacecraft (SC). On orbit, the test mass is allowed to float freely inside the housing while a sensor system monitors the position and attitude of the test mass relative to the SC. This information is used by a control system which commands the SC to follow the orbit of the test mass. In doing so, the SC isolates the test mass from external disturbances. By actuating the SC rather than the test mass (as is done in a traditional inertial guidance system) to maintain the relative position and attitude, the test mass is isolated from noise associated with the actuation itself. The remaining residual acceleration noise of the test mass results from forces local to the SC as well as external forces that are not absorbed by the SC (e.g. magnetic). In practice, the "accelerometer" (feedback to the test mass) and "drag-free" (feedback to the SC) techniques are combined into a hybrid system where the feedback can be routed differently depending on the kinematic degree of freedom (DoF) and frequency band. For the LISA application, it is sufficient to have drag-free flight only along the linear DoF and only in the frequency band of desired sensitivity. This is analogous to the pendulum suspensions used for ground-based gravitational wave detectors that provide approximate free-fall in one DoF for frequencies sufficiently far above the resonance frequency.
In the LPF implementation [5] , two 46 mm cubic Au-Pt test masses are contained in a single SC. One of the test masses is designated as the reference test mass (RTM) and the SC performs drag free flight along one linear DoF while controlling the remaining five DoFs (three angular and two linear) with an electrostatic suspension system. The second or non-reference test mass (NTM) is located ∼ 38 cm away from the primary test mass along the drag-free axis and is used as a witness to assess the residual acceleration of the RTM. An interferometric metrology system [6] , monitors relative displacements between the RTM and NTM with a precision of ∼ 10 pm/ √ Hz in the measurement band 0.1 mHz < f < 100 mHz A key difference between the LPF configuration and the LISA configuration is that the LISA acceleration measurement is made between test masses on separate spacecraft whereas the LPF acceleration measurement is made between two test masses on the same spacecraft. As a result, the LPF NTM must be electrostatically suspended along the sensitive DoF because the SC cannot simultaneously follow the trajectories of both the RTM and NTM along the same DoF. This suspension force has a noise component which represents a disturbance in the LPF measurement that is not present in LISA-like configurations. With all noise sources at the design requirement levels for LPF, this residual suspension noise contribution is not a significant contribution to the overall measured differential acceleration noise in the LISA measurement band (see Figure 1a ). The dominating term over this band are various types of spurious forces on the test masses, precisely the phenomena of interest to the designers of future gravitational wave instruments. Figure 1b shows the current best estimate (CBE) for the differential acceleration noise in LPF. As would be expected from a conservative set of design requirements, the CBE levels for all terms are lower than the corresponding ones for the requirements. However, suspension noise is now expected to play a significant role in the measurement band. This expectation is supported by stringent limits placed on the magnitudes of unknown or unmodeled forces on the LPF inertial sensor using torsion pendulums [7, 8] .
To be clear, LPF performance at either the requirement or CBE level would accomplish the goal of validating drag-free flight as a technique for realizing inertial reference sensors for LISAlike observatories. Nevertheless, a direct measurement of the forces acting on the test masses would provide additional valuable information to the designers of such observatories.
Free-Flight Experiments
The electrostatic suspension of the NTM in LPF is needed to counteract forces in the NTM-SC system that differ from those in the RTM-SC system, which are suppressed by the drag-free control loop. These include disturbance forces that are local to the test masses, such as residual gas disturbances, thermal disturbances, electrostatic forces, magnetic forces, etc. In addition, the static gravitational gradient differs at the RTM and NTM location, leading to a constant bias in the force that must be applied to the NTM along the sensitive axis. Although this bias will be minimized through the use of compensation masses designed based on pre-flight gravitational models, it is expected that residual gravitational accelerations along the sensitive DoF will be on the order of 10 −10 m/s 2 . This sets the amplitude, and consequently the noise, of the required suspension force.
In the drift mode or free-flight experiment, the compensation of the static field experienced by the NTM is performed with a series of discrete 'kicks' rather than with a continuously-applied force. Between the kicks, the electrostatic actuation of the NTM along the sensitive DoF is turned off, allowing the NTM to drift under the influence of the constant forces. In principle, this 'kick control' strategy could be employed on all DoFs of the NTM, which would suppress actuation noise from other DoFs from leaking into the sensitive DoF. In practice, this actuation cross-talk is expected to be sufficiently small that kick control is only required along the sensitive DoF.
The LTP Drift Mode Experiment
The drift mode controller designed for the LISA Test Package (LTP) [9] fixes both the length of the drift period (∼ 350 s) and the duration of the kicks (∼ 1 s). A Kalman-filter based observer tracks the motion of the NTM during the free flight and estimates the impulse required to maintain the NTM position. The amplitude of the subsequent kick is adjusted to deliver this impulse and the process is repeated. Figure 2a shows the displacement of the RTM relative to the NTM for a segment of simulated data from the LTP drift mode. It consists of a series of repeated quasi-parabolic flights (the trajectory of the NTM is not a true parabola due to the influence of other force terms such as a linear spring term that couples the NTM to the SC) with a duration of 350 s. Figure 2b shows the corresponding acceleration of the RTM relative to the NTM, which shows a series of discrete kicks separated by nearly constant acceleration during the free flight segments. 
A proposed ST7-DRS Free-Flight Experiment
An alternative drift-mode control design has recently been develop for possible use with the NASA-provided payload known as the Disturbance Reduction System (DRS) 1 . The ST7 design is based on a modified dead-band controller, where the dynamical state of the system determines the control mode. The two-dimensional phase space of NTM position and NTM velocity is used to describe the system state and a region centered around the nominal position and zero velocity is designated as the dead band. So long as the NTM position and velocity remain in this dead band region, no suspension control is applied along the sensitive DoF. When the NTM state drifts out of this deadband region, a suspension controller is engaged and remains on until the NTM state re-enters the dead-band region. The resulting trajectory of the NTM is more complex than that of the LTP drift mode experiment. In general, the duration of the free-flight segments vary from segment to segment. A 300 ks simulation yielded an approximately normal distribution of free-flights with a mean duration of ∼ 357 s and a standard deviation of ∼ 14 s. While at first glance, this irregularity in the free flight durations might seem to be disadvantage, it has a potential advantage for data analysis because the few long segments can be used to estimate spectral information at lower frequencies. Additionally, unlike the LTP design, the DRS control design automatically adjusts to changes in the static gravity gradient and is robust to fairly significant changes. This means that the controller would not have to be re-optimized in-flight as the residual gravity gradient changes, for example due to fuel consumption.
Laboratory Experiments
Torsion pendulums with a LPF-like test mass suspended as a torsion member have been used to measure the small forces relevant to the free-fall purity in LISA and LPF. In this section, we describe an implementation of free-flight experiments in a torsion pendulum facility located at the University of Trento. The torsion pendulum consists of a hollow replica of the LISA Pathfinder test mass, suspended by a thin silica torsion fiber, and hangs inside a Gravitational Reference Sensor (GRS) prototype [8] . The sensitive degree of freedom is Φ, the rotation around the z-axis. A breadboard version of the front-end electronic chain provides torque authority of ∼ 200 fN · m by applying desired actuation voltages acrossa diagonal pair of electrodes. To simulate a large DC acceleration, the pendulum can be rotated by an angle ∆Φ with respect to the inertial sensor, such that a DC torque N DC = − Γ · ∆Φ is required to keep it centered. This is analogous to the bias on the NTM suspension in LPF. Unlike LPF, the bias for the torsion pendulum can be tuned by adjusting ∆Φ. The equation of motion for the torsional degree of freedom for the test-mass is
where I is the moment of inertia,
is the pendulum resonance angular frequency (and T 0 the period), Γ is the pendulum rotational elastic constant and τ is the energy decay time. It is possible to soften electrostatically the pendulum by applying DC constant voltages to lengthen the pendulum period from roughly 465 s, without applied fields, to as much as T 0 ≈ 830 s, to allow flight times comparable to those foreseen for LPF, T f ly = 350 s.
The pendulum torque sensitivity is around 1 fN · m/ √ Hz at 1 mHz, corresponding to an equivalent acceleration of 50 fm/s 2 √ Hz, and thus near the LPF noise specification. The pendulum can thus allow a quantitatively significant test of the free-fall mode and our analysis algorithms, with real data exhibiting gaps as well as the large dynamic range needed in free-fall mode, and thus readout and dynamic system linearity challenges. The on-ground experiment will also allow more flexibility to explore different control strategies, by varying flight and impulse time or control points, and different dynamic configurations made possible by having a variable stiffness.
Our free-fall test consists of three measurements. The first is the pendulum background torque noise level in absence of any applied force, which can be performed by rotating the pendulum such that the test mass is centered without applied torques. The measured angular displacement is then converted into torque
In the second experiment, the pendulum is rotated by a large angle with respect to the GRS to simulate a large DC acceleration. In the current configuration, a rotation angle Φ EQ ≈ 2 mrad requires a DC torque of roughly 13 pN · m to keep the test mass centered, a differential force of roughly 1.3 nN (with electrostatic softening of the pendulum, this gives Φ EQ ≈ 5.3 mrad, see Figure 3b ). The measured angular displacement is again converted into torque using (2) and the contribution from the noisy electrostatic actuation produces an excess in noise power relative to the first configuration. In the final measurement, the pendulum rotation of the second experiment is maintained but a free-fall control scheme is employed to control the position of the TM. Torque impulses are applied periodically with a duty cycle χ, with average amplitude N kick ≈ −ΓΦ EQ /χ. The freefall torque noise can then be measured and compared with both the background and continuousactuation cases.
The pendulum dynamics in between two impulses is a free oscillation around the equilibrium point. The torsional spring is small and positive, in contrast to the small negative spring expected in orbit. Because the stiffnesses are small and the flight time relatively short, 350 s flight compared to the 830 s free-oscillation period, the motion is similar to a parabolic flight in both cases.
The motion is periodically forced, by the impulses applied, to come back to a single initial position with a chosen velocity, to allow a periodic flight. To do that, a control scheme is implemented, where an observer estimates the pendulum position and velocity before each impulse with least squares fitting of the pendulum rotation data. Then a controller estimates the impulse intensity needed to reach the ideal initial point for the next cycle, using the pendulum dynamic constants and the flight and impulse times. We can also vary Φ control , the average position of the mass during the free flight, to change the actuation level.
Example preliminary data are shown in Figure 3b , with flight times of 90 and 250 s, using pendulum periods of 482 and 830 s, respectively, employing also different controller set points. The controller has been successfully employed with a variety of control configurations. The next step is that of debugging and understanding the torque noise in our on-ground free-fall model and beginning to test our flight data analysis algorithms on the experimental data.
Data Analysis Challenge
At their core, the goals of the LPF drift mode experiments are the same as those conducted in the standard science mode: measurement of the spectrum of the acceleration of the RTM relative to the NTM and estimation of system parameters such as the gravity gradients, stiffness terms, etc. The general analysis strategy for LPF experiments begins with models of the expected acceleration that are parametrized by relevant system parameters. Fitting these models to the data provides estimates of the system parameters and the fit residuals can be used to estimate the relative test mass acceleration.
The drift mode data poses two unique challenges to this approach. The first is the presence of the kicks, which represent a high-noise configuration of the NTM and can't be used for spectral estimation. Consequently, they must be excised in some way. The second is the size of the free-flight signals relative to the noise levels of interest. In displacement, the free flights have an amplitude of ∼ 10 µm, compared with a displacement sensitivity of 7 pm/ √ Hz. In acceleration, the force bias on the NTM is equivalent to an acceleration of 10 −10 m/s 2 , compared with expected noise levels of ∼ 10 −14 m/s 2 / √ Hz. Residuals in fitting the free-flight terms caused by small parameter or model errors can significantly impact the resulting estimate of the relative acceleration between the NTM and RTM. The effect of such residuals is exacerbated by the presence of the data gaps around the excised kicks, to which we now turn our attention.
After the 'deterministic' portion of the free-flight data has been removed, the next step is to estimate the spectrum of the residuals. The data from individual free-flights is well suited to this purpose and standard spectral estimation techniques can be applied. Unfortunately, the minimum Fourier frequency at which the spectrum can be estimated is determined by the length of the free flight segments. For the ∼ 350 s flights for the LTP experiment, this limits the estimation to f > 3 mHz. To move to the lower end of the LTP band (1 mHz) and to the full LISA band (0.1 mHz), requires combining data from successive flights. Since the portions of data during the kicks cannot be used, this amounts to the not-uncommon problem of estimating the underlying spectrum in the presence of gaps. The most common technique for estimating spectra in unevenly-sampled timeseries is the Lomb-Scargle method [10, 11, 12] , which is a mainstay in astronomical data analysis. However, Lomb Scargle is not ideally suited to the LPF free-flight problem because the data gaps are regular and periodic and the dynamic range of the spectra is larger than the typical simple power-law spectra encountered in astrophysics.
The general effect of data gaps is to introduce systematic biases into the estimated spectrum of the underlying continuous process. The precise nature of this bias depends both on the characteristics of the gaps (their duration, number, and grouping) as well as on the spectrum of the signal. The primary effect on LPF free-flight data is to 'fill in the bucket' in the LPF sensitivity. This is due to power from the upper end of the LPF band aliasing into lower frequencies and is exacerbated by the large range in noise power between the minimum noise of ∼ 3 × 10 −14 m/s 2 / √ Hz at f ∼ 3 mHz and the noise of ∼ 5 × 10 −12 m/s 2 / √ Hz at f ∼ 100 mHz. To illustrate this effect, we generated a series of 'noise-only' mock LTP drift mode data using a linear state-space simulator of the LTP experiment. The simulator was configured to run in nominal science mode (no free-flights) with the capacitive actuation noise of the NTM along the sensitive axis artificially turned off to mimic the noise environment in the drift mode experiment. The red trace in Figure 4a shows the average power spectral density of the residual RTM-NTM acceleration noise for an ensemble of 100 runs of the simulator with different noise seeds, representing the expected level in a drift mode experiment. Gaps of 4 s duration separated by 350 s continuous segments were then artificially placed in the data to mimic the portion of the data that would be removed to avoid the influence of the kicks during drift mode. The increase in gap size over the 1 s kick duration allows the suppression of transients generated during downsampling of the data from 10 Hz to 1 Hz and an estimate of the acceleration from the measured displacement timeseries using finite differencing. As a zeroth-order estimate for the data in the gaps, a linear 'patch' is placed in each gap connecting the beginning point with the end point of the gap. The spectral estimate from this linearly patched data is the green trace in Figure 4a . It is clear that the linearly patched data gives a severely overestimated noise level over the entire LPF band. Figure 4b shows the fractional error of the spectral estimates over the lower portion of the LPF/LISA frequency band,
where S original (f ) − S patched (f ) represents the error in the power spectral density in each frequency bin for a given patching method, averaged over the ensemble of 100 simulator runs. σ original (f ) is the standard deviation of the power spectral density in each frequency bin over the ensemble. RE(f ) measures the error introduced by the patching method relative to the statistical uncertainty associated with a single simulator run. If RE(f ) 1, then the error in the patching method is not significant for an individual free flight experiment. For the linear patching technique (green trace), RE(f ) > 1 for most of the LPF measurement band, with a maximum value of more than 10 2 at Fourier frequencies of a few mHz.
Approaches to Data Analysis
In this section, we briefly outline some of these techniques developed as part of this ongoing effort, with the details left to future publications.
Windowing of data gaps
One strategy for mitigating the adverse effects of data gaps on the estimation of spectra from timeseries is to employ windowing. When estimating spectra from timeseries without gaps, it is typical to first multiply the time series by a window function that smoothly tapers to zero at the beginning and end of the timeseries. This helps to suppress artifacts caused by mismatch between the beginning and the end of the timeseries. This same strategy can be applied to data with gaps by applying a window to each individual segment of continuous data. The cyan line in Figure 4a shows the result of the spectral estimate made using a sin 2 window in each free-flight segment. The estimate of the spectra made from this windowed data is a far better approximation of the original data than that made using the linear patches. However, the windowed estimate shows a large excess relative to the original spectrum near the inverse gap separation of 1/354 s ≈ 2.8 mHz 2 . With the exception of the inverse gap separation frequency, A linear state-space simulator of LTP was used to generate an ensemble of 100 noise realizations of LTP science mode data with no electrostatic suspension noise and data gaps were artificially inserted allowing for the comparison of the estimated power spectral densities with and without gaps. The left plot shows the power spectral densities of the original signal (red), the linearly-patched signal (green), the Constrained-Gaussian patched signal (dashed blue), and the power spectral density estimated with the window method (dashed cyan). The right plot shows the relative error as defined in (3) between the power spectral density estimated with gaps and that without gaps for the three approaches.
RE(f ) < 1 for most of the LPF measurement band.
To better compare the original acceleration noise power spectrum to the one recovered using the window method, fits were made to both versions of the power spectral density from each simulator run. The model was a four-component power law 3 ,
where f is the Fourier frequency and P −6,−2,0,+4 are the amplitudes of the four components. Figures 5a -5d show histograms of the best-fit amplitudes for the spectral model over the ensemble of 100 simulator runs for both the original data (red) and the windowed method (cyan). Table 1 lists the mean and standard deviations for the ensemble of noise realizations for each of the four component amplitudes. As a rough measure of the statistical equivalence of the distributions of the best-fit coefficients to the original and recovered power spectral densities, we compute the difference between the means normalized by the quadrature sum of the deviations. The window method produces significant bias in the P −2 and P 0 coefficients (3.5 and 6 sigma, respectively) and slight bias (0.9 sigma, or a p-value of 36%) in the P +4 coefficient. The recovered P −6 coefficient is consistent but is not well-determined in the fits to either the original or recovered data.
Constrained-Gaussian Gap Patching
Another approach to dealing with data gaps and the difficulties they cause with estimating spectra is to fill the gaps with fabricated data. While the fabricated data in these patches will necessarily bias the spectral estimate, if the gaps are not too numerous and the patch data are chosen carefully, the bias can be far less than what arises from the gaps themselves. To minimize the bias resulting from the patches, the data in the patches should have the same spectral content as the missing data it is replacing. The first requirement is that the data points in the patches have proper correlations with one another, this is relatively straightforward problem of drawing random samples of (unevenly-sampled) data with a corresponding spectrum. The second requirement is that the data points in the patches have proper correlation with the existing data. In Appendix A, we demonstrate that enforcing the correlation with the existing data can be accomplished by biasing the mean values of the random data used to make the patches, a technique we call Constrained-Gaussian Gap Patching or CG patching. The values for these biases can be entirely computed from the existing data and a model of the underlying spectrum.
Once patched, standard approaches can be used to compute the spectrum of the entire data set as if it were continuous, without suffering from the bias introduced by the gaps. In principal this is a catch-22, one must know the spectrum in order to pick the patches that will allow the spectrum to be measured. In practice, an approximate a priori model of the spectrum will suffice. If necessary, an iterative procedure can be used in which an initial guess for S y is used to generate the patches, a new value for S y is estimated from the patched data series, and that spectrum is used to determine new patches.
The CG-patching approach was applied to the mock 'noise-only' drift-mode data in Figure  4a . The ensemble-average spectra is shown in the blue dashed trace in Figure 4a and matches the average spectra from the original data (red) quite closely for all frequencies. The value of RE(f ) is less than unity across the entire measurement band and is significantly less than that of the windowed method for most frequencies. More significantly, when the spectra recovered with CG patching are fit to the power-law model in (4), the distribution in amplitudes is quite close to that of the original data, as shown in the blue dashed traces in the histograms in Figures 5a -5d. Table 1 includes a statistical comparison between the fits to the power spectral densities of the original and CG-patched data. The normalized difference between the distributions in fit amplitudes is less than 0.3 sigma for all coefficients.
Other methods
While the window and CG-patching methods have received the most attention for potential application to data from free-flight experiments, other methods are also being studied. One approach is to recognize that if an approximate model for the underlying spectra is known (as is also required for the CG-patching method) and the location of the gaps are known, the spectral bias induced by the gaps can be analytically removed. This is a classic example of a deconvolution problem with the associated computational difficulties. However, if the data is aggressively low-pass filtered, the problem becomes tractable. 
Figure 5: Histograms of power-law amplitudes in a four-component fit to the spectrum of RTM acceleration relative to the NTM for the original data (red) and as recovered in the presence of gaps using the window method (cyan) and the Constrained Gaussian patching method (blue dashed). For each of the 100 simulator runs, a power spectrum was generated and fit using a least-squares algorithm to a four-component power law with indices -6,-2,0, and +4 as described in (4). The plots show the distribution of best-fit parameters over the ensemble of 100 simulator runs. For the case of the windowed method, the noise spike around 2.8 mHz was de-weighted to minimize it's bias on the fit.
An altogether unique approach is to consider only the data in the free-flights themselves and perform time-domain fits on the free-flight trajectories. Each of these fits will have parameters such as residual gravity gradient that are the same as those for the first stage, explained at the beginning of Section 3, of the methods outlined above. However, there will also be some variation in these parameters between successive flights that is caused by low-frequency (Fourier frequencies lower than the inverse free-flight time) acceleration noise in the system. By analyzing the variation in parameters recovered from fits to a series of free-flight trajectories, an estimate of acceleration noise at Fourier frequencies below the inverse free-flight frequency can be made without the need to deal with data gaps.
Conclusions
The free fight experiments planned for LPF will provide an opportunity to gather data that is even more representative of a full-scale LISA like instrument than the standard LPF science mode. This improvement will allow for better characterization of the small forces that ultimately limit the performance of LPF, LISA, and other future instruments requiring low-disturbance environments such as advanced geodesy or fundamental physics missions. The challenges in extracting this information from the free-flight data are significant, but progress in overcoming them is being made with a number of independent techniques. The challenge of estimating the relative RTM/NTM acceleration noise in the presence of data gaps has been successfully addressed by a number of techniques with the current limitation being the ability to combine this with accurate removal of the deterministic free-flight signal. It is fully expected that the remaining challenges will be resolved in time for launch and operations.
Appendix A: Generating Constrained-Gaussian Patches In this appendix, we introduce the mathematical formalism of constrained-Gaussian gap patching. This method is similar to techniques used to patch gaps in 2D sky maps of cosmic microwave background data [13, 14] . In the time domain, spectral information is encoded in the two-point correlation function, C jk , which measures the correlation between the samples y j and y k . For stationary processes, the two-point function depends only on the separation between the samples, C jk = C(j − k), and is directly related to the spectral density,
Under the further assumption that y j measures a Gaussian random process, the two-point function can be used to express the probability distribution function (PDF) for y j ,
where C jk is the inverse of C jk such that C jl C lk = δ j k . For the case of data with gaps, it is useful to separate the data y j into portions inside the gaps, j ∈ G, and data between the gaps j ∈Ḡ. The sum in (6) can then be divided into three parts, ln P ( y) = const − 1 2
The first term in (7) is a fixed constant depending on measured data that can be absorbed into the overall normalization constant. The final term depends entirely on the data within the gaps, and just describes the PDF for (unevenly sampled) Gaussian noise with a particular spectrum. The middle term encodes the relationship between data inside the gaps and data outside the gaps. Faithfully reproducing that relationship is the key to generating good patches for filling gaps in measured data. Since we are interested in generating the data within the gaps, we can factor the summation of the middle term in (7) and define λ j ≡ Ḡ j C jk y j such that that term becomes 2 G λ j y j . The PDF can then be re-written as ln P ( y) = const − 1 2
where ∆ j ≡ − Ḡ k C jk λ k . Comparing (8) with the standard expression for multivariate Gaussian distributions, one finds that the data in the gap is described by a multivariate Gaussian with covariance C jk and non-zero means ∆ k . Note that the values for ∆ k are entirely determined by the data outside the gap.
The prescription for Constrained Gaussian Gap Filling is thus as follows: make a guess for spectral density S y (f ) describing the data; compute an estimated two-point correlation function, C jk ; compute the ∆ k for each point on the gap based on the data outside the gap and the estimated C jk , draw data from a multivariate Gaussian distribution with covariance C jk and mean ∆ k .
